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Burning a bowl is the easiest
method of making a
container for most scouts
and is the method that
To burn a bowl we want a
would normally be best for
piece of the softest and driest
younger age groups.
wood we can find.
The wood should be about
2 inches deep, 6 inches wide
and 8 inches long.

Bur ning a
Bowl

Ideally we would use wood
we found ourselves but it
is acceptable to use store
bought wood and 6’’ X 2’’
timber is a standard size of
sawn timber.
We want to avoid areas with
knots as much as possible
because they are more prone
to cracking when heated.

First we get a fire going and let it
burn till a bed of coals is formed
(charcoal also works well but takes
a long time to get going).
Then we use two sticks that we
have flattened as tongs and put a
coal on our bowl wood.

We place
a hot coal
on the
wood we
want to
use to
make a
bowl and
hold it in
place with
one of the
tongs.
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Keep your back
to the wind
and turn your
face away while
breathing.

When the surface of the
bowl wood has become karst
and looks like charcoal then
we drop our coal back in
the fire and scrap out the
charred wood from our bowl.
By repeatedly charring and
scraping the wood we make
our bowl deeper.
Where the coal is pushed against the bowl wood no air can get in to
allow burning so we tilt the coal slightly to leave a millimetre gap
between the coal and the bowl wood and then blow into this gap to
direct where we get the bowl wood to burn.
As the bowl deepens we
must blow more gently to
slow down the charring
or we will crack the bowl.
When the bowl is just
over an inch deep we
stop and trim the corners
and then mineral oil it to
give a usable surface.
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Bark from lots of tre
Birch, Ash, Elm, etc.
make containers e.g.
peel in one big piece
Most barks that will
bly well.
should work reasona

We use our square awl to drill pairs
of holes about 1cm apart along the
length of the overlap .
Make sure that the holes are not very
close to the edges of the bark as the
bark may split.
We make several thin pegs to keep
everything steady and held together.

Here I used Ash bark, the piece was 11cm wide and 30cm long.
See the end of this document on how to peel the bark.
Now we let the bark curl up till there is an inch overlap.
Then we bevel the inner layer to get a more even inner surface.
We will be stitching the sides so we need
to poke holes in the bark for our
cordage to go though.
We use a square awl to make the hole
(or make one using a bent nail).

Next we being the stitching,
in this case I used Spruce
root cordage (See the
Cordage document for
details of how to make it).
The split Spruce root must
be about three times as
long as the container is tall.
We fold the split Spruce
root in half and push the
ends through the top pair
of holes so that the ends
protrude into the inner part
of the container.
Sharpening the ends of the
roots makes pushing them
through easier.

The next step we take is
to cross the ends over
and push them out from
the inner to the outer
part of the container.
This should make an X
on the inner side of the
container.
We keep the Spruce root
tight but don’t pull very
hard or the bark will tear.
We keep going in the same
way. Crossing the ends of the
Spruce root over each other
and pushing the ends into
the next pair of holes.
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Now we need a bottom and a lid for our container.
We sit our container on a dry piece of sawn timber and use a
pencil to trace the shape of the bottom. Then we use an axe and
our knife to cut the timber to shape.
We do the same
for the lid but we
taper the bottom
of the lid so it
slides in and out
better.

This should end up making an X on the
inside, then the outside and so on.
To finish the stitching we push the ends
through the bottom pair of holes twice
so that they trap each other in place.

The lid’s handle is
made by drilling a
hole in the lid with
the square awl
and then wedging
a loop of Spruce
root in the hole.
To make the bottom more secure we could
glue it with Pine/Spruce glue or drill holes
through the bark and bottom and peg them.
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To peel the bark we take a
o
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freshly cut branch and cut
a ring around the bark.
Then we decide how long a
piece of bark we need and
cut another ring further
along the branch. These
rings are the top and bottom of our bark.
Next we cut down along
the length of the branch
from the first ring to the
second.

To help us with peeling
the bark we make a ‘spud’,
which is just a stick with a
wedge carved on the end.
By gently pulling on the
bark and sliding the ‘spud’
along the branch in
between the bark and the
wood we will get the bark
to peel away from the
branch.
Remember that this will
only work well from mid
Spring to mid Summer.

Scraping the outer bark off
will make the bark much
more pliable, but we must
take care not to scrape down
too much or we will damage
the inner bark. We scrape the
bark before we peel it.

Now we use the tip of our
knife to gently lever the
bark up and start peeling.

Tips

If we are making a rigid
container we leave as much of
the outer bark as possible.

If the bark is a little stiff when we are peeling it we can tap it with a
branch or heat it a little over the fire.
Natural materials get stiff and brittle as they dry so soaking them
for a day before we need to use them can make life much easier.
However, the bark does shrink as it dries, so the best of all methods
would be to gather the materials a week before, let them dry and
then soak them, this could easily be done on a summer camp.

